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Objective: This study compared three-dimensional representations of DSM-IV personality disorders and standard categories with respect to their associations with psychosocial functioning.

Method: Six hundred sixty-eight patients with semistructured interview diagnoses of schizotypal, borderline, avoidant, or obsessive-compulsive personality disorders or with major depressive disorder and no personality disorder completed questionnaires assessing three-factor and five-factor dimensional models of personality. Personality disorder categories, dimensional representations of the categories based on criteria counts, and three- and five-factor personality dimensions were compared on their relationships to impairment in seven domains of functioning, as measured by the Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation—Baseline Version.

Results: Both the categorical and dimensional representations of DSM-IV personality disorders had stronger relationships to impairment in functioning in the domains of employment, social relationships with parents and friends, and global social adjustment and to DSM-IV axis V ratings than the three- and five-factor models. DSM-IV dimensions predicted functional impairment best of the four approaches. Although five-factor personality traits captured variance in functional impairment not predicted by DSM-IV personality disorder dimensions, the DSM-IV dimensions accounted for significantly more variance than the measures of personality.

Conclusions: Scores on dimensions of general personality functioning do not appear to be as strongly associated with functional impairment as the psychopathology of DSM personality disorder. A compromise in the ongoing debate over categories versus dimensions of personality disorder might be the dimensional rating of the criteria that comprise traditional categories.

Despite progress made in understanding the importance of personality disorders, dissatisfaction has been expressed with the use of a categorical approach to their diagnosis (1, 2). Critics of the categorical system point to arbitrary thresholds for diagnosis, loss of potentially important clinical information by the use of all-or-nothing diagnostic categories, considerable heterogeneity within categories, extensive overlap or comorbidity among categories, indistinct boundaries with normal personality, and incomplete coverage of personality psychopathology.

Many dimensional models of personality have been described, including interpersonal circumplex models (3, 4), three-factor models (5), four-factor models (6, 7), the “big five” five-factor model (8), and a seven-factor model (9). Dimensional models view personality traits as continuously distributed in populations and personality psychopathology as extreme variants of these personality traits. Proponents of dimensional approaches to personality disorders argue that they are more faithful representations in that they set no arbitrary thresholds for abnormality, capture clinical heterogeneity and comorbidity well, and provide useful descriptions of all types of patients (10).

A dimensional system for describing personality disorders was considered for DSM-IV, but a lack of information about the clinical use of such a system resulted in the continuation of the standard categories, with a proposal for a dimensional approach placed in an appendix (11). A relatively simple and conservative revision considered was the conversion of current personality disorder categories into dimensions by allowing for clinically significant traits and subthreshold disorders, as well as disorders meeting criteria at different degrees of severity or extensiveness to be noted. This proposal was first made by Kass and associates (12) and was later elaborated on by others (13, 14). The actual dimensional system proposed in the appendix of DSM-IV was an amalgam of three-factor, five-factor, and seven-factor models of personality made possible by the considerable conceptual overlapping of factors in these models. Determining whether a dimensional approach should replace the current categorical approach to the diagnosis of all mental disorders has been identified as one of seven basic questions to be addressed by a “research agenda for DSM-V” (15, 16). Evaluation of the comparative clinical uses of dimensional versus categorical approaches to personality disorders has been designated as an appropriate first step (15, 17).

Since impairment in psychosocial functioning is a fundamental aspect of personality disorder that distinguishes
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Table 1. Frequency Distributions of Dimensional Representations of DSM-IV Personality Disorder Categories Among 573 Patients With Personality Disorder and 95 Patients With Major Depressive Disorder Without Personality Disorder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Disorder</th>
<th>Dimensional Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1=Traits Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizotypal</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidant</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive-compulsive</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method

Subjects

Participants ages 18 to 45 were recruited primarily from clinical services affiliated with each of the four recruitment sites of the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study. The aim of that study is to determine the stability of the psychopathology and impairments in psychosocial functioning associated with four representative personality disorders and to elucidate factors that affect prognosis. In all, 668 patients with at least one of four personality disorders (schizotypal, borderline, avoidant, or obsessive-compulsive) or with major depressive disorder and no personality disorder were included. All were previously or currently in treatment or seeking treatment. Potential participants with active psychosis, acute substance intoxication or withdrawal, other confusional states, or a history of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder were excluded. All participants signed written informed consent after the research procedures had been fully explained.

Assessment

The patients were interviewed by experienced raters with the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders (20). The raters were trained with live or videotaped interviews under the supervision of the first author of the Diagnostic Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders (M.C.Z.). Interrater and test-retest reliabilities were as follows: schizotypal personality disorder—interrater agreement kappa=0.68, test-retest kappa=0.69; avoidant personality disorder—interrater agreement kappa=0.68, test-retest kappa=0.73; obsessive-compulsive personality disorder—interrater agreement kappa=0.71, test-retest kappa=0.74 (21).

Dimensional representations of the four personality disorders were created according to the proposal outlined by Oldham and Skodol (14). In this system, each personality disorder is described by six terms (on 6-point scales), based on the number of criteria met: absent traits=0; clinically significant traits=1, 2, or 3 (depending on whether the diagnostic threshold is at 4 or 5); subthreshold traits=3 or 4; threshold of the disorder=4 or 5; pervasive disorder=5, 6, 7, or 8; and prototypic disorder=7, 8, or 9 (depending on the total number of criteria for a given disorder). Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for the four personality disorder scales were calculated from ratings on 24 videotaped Diagnostic Interviews for DSM-IV Personality Disorders rated by four or more of the trained interviewers and were as follows: schizotypal personality disorder: ICC=0.66, borderline personality disorder: ICC=0.71, avoidant personality disorder: ICC=0.65, and obsessive-compulsive personality disorder: ICC=0.67.

To assess psychosocial functioning, the interviewers administered the Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation—Baseline Version (22). This measure assesses functioning in work, interpersonal relationships, recreation, and global functioning. Most areas of functioning are rated on 5-point scales of severity ranging from 1=no impairment, high level of functioning, or very good functioning to 5=severe impairment or very poor functioning. A Global Assessment of Functioning Scale (GAF) rating is on a 100-point scale, with 100 indicating the highest possible level of functioning. Ratings were made for each patient’s best 6 months of functioning in the 2 years before the evaluation. The reliability of the social functioning scales of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation—Baseline Version (22, 23) has been previously established.

The patients were given the 240-item, self-report Revised NEO Personality Inventory (24), on which they rated statements on 5-point Likert scales, from strongly agree to strongly disagree, to describe themselves according to the five-factor model. Consistent with previous findings, internal consistency reliabilities in our study group for the five-factor domains ranged from 0.87 to 0.92 (median=0.89). The temporal stability of the Revised NEO Personality Inventory has been demonstrated over periods of several years, and high correlations have been obtained between self-reports and observer ratings (25, 26). To assess the patients according to the three-factor model, the patients were given the 375-item, true/false Schedule for Nonadaptive and Adaptive Personality (18), which measures the three factors in addition to other personality dimensions. Internal consistency reliabilities for the three higher-order traits have been in the range of 0.80 to 0.90 in student and patient populations (18), and in our group, they ranged from 0.81 (disinhibition) to 0.90 (negative temperament).

More detailed descriptions of the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorders Study’s rationale, recruitment, demo-
graphic characteristics, diagnostic assessments, reliability, and axis I comorbidity are available elsewhere (21, 27, 28).

Analyses

Seven Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation—Baseline Version scales (employment; social relationships with parents, spouse/mate, and friends; recreation; global adjustment; and global assessment of functioning) that had previously been found to discriminate functional impairment in the month before the evaluation between personality disorders and major depressive disorder or among the four types of personality disorder (29) were selected. Means and standard deviations on each of these scales were calculated for the best 6 months of the 2 years before intake.

Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) were calculated for the relationships among the seven social functioning scales and the DSM-IV categorical diagnoses of schizotypal personality disorder, borderline personality disorder, avoidant personality disorder, and obsessive-compulsive personality disorder; the four disorders represented dimensionally: the five higher-order traits of the five-factor model; and the three higher-order traits of the three-factor model. Multiple regression analyses were performed to determine 1) the ability of the DSM-IV diagnoses, dimensional representations, five-factor model traits, and three-factor model traits to predict impairment in functioning in each of the seven domains and 2) the relative contributions to the prediction of functional impairment when the four approaches were compared two at a time. Since approximately 90% of the patients had one or more current comorbid axis I disorder (mean=2.2, SD=1.5), all regression analyses controlled for the number of comorbid axis I disorders. In the pairwise comparison analyses, we tested for the effect of one set of predictors after covarying for the other. To adjust for making multiple comparisons, we set the significance level at p=0.001.

Results

Table 1 shows the distributions of dimensional representations of each of the four DSM-IV personality disorders, based on criteria counts: 14.3% of the group scored at or above the threshold for a diagnosis of schizotypal personality disorder, 35.9% for borderline personality disorder, 48.6% for avoidant personality disorder, and 39.2% for obsessive-compulsive personality disorder. In addition, from 5.9% (schizotypal personality disorder) to 37.2% (avoidant personality disorder) had more than the minimum number of criteria needed, depending on the diagnosis, and from 32.2% (avoidant personality disorder) to 47.0% (borderline personality disorder) had subthreshold—but clinically significant—traits.

Table 2 shows the mean levels of functional impairment in the best 6 months of the 2 years before the baseline assessments for the patients receiving diagnoses of the four personality disorders, any personality disorder, or major depressive disorder and no personality disorder. The patients with any personality disorder were significantly more impaired in virtually all domains (p<0.0001) than were patients with major depressive disorder and no personality disorder. For most variables, the patients with schizotypal personality disorder and borderline personality disorder had greater impairment in functioning than did the patients with obsessive-compulsive personality disorder. The patients with avoidant personality disorder were at the intermediate level.

Schizotypal and avoidant dimensions were consistently correlated with all measures of functional impairment (r=0.18–0.39, p<0.001) except for social relationships with spouse/mate (r=0.10, n.s.); the borderline personality disorder dimension showed significant correlations with all (r=0.17–0.36, p<0.001) but social relationships with spouse/mate (r=0.17, n.s.) and social relationships with friends (r=0.10, n.s.). The obsessive-compulsive personality dimension showed a negative relationship with impairment in employment only (r=−0.15, p<0.001). Correlations among personality disorder dimensions and functioning...
variables were generally stronger for the patients with “pure” personality disorder (i.e., without another personality disorder) than for the patients with comorbid personality disorder. Neuroticism from the five-factor model (r = 0.16–0.28, p < 0.001, for six of seven domains) and, to a lesser extent, negative temperament from the three-factor model (r = 0.19–0.25, p < 0.001, for four of seven domains) had relationships to impairment similar to those of the dimensional representations of the disorders. Extraversion (from the five-factor model) and—to a lesser extent—openness (the five-factor model), conscientiousness (the five-factor model), and positive temperament (the three-factor model) were inversely related to measures of functional impairment. Agreeableness (five-factor model) and disinhibition (three-factor model) were related only to global social adjustment. (Complete results are available upon request from the first author.)

Table 3 shows regression analyses with DSM-IV diagnoses and dimensions and five-factor and three-factor model predictions of functional impairment in the seven domains. All models of personality and personality disorders predicted significant variance in each domain except for social relationships with spouse/mate. Except for recreation, the magnitude of the effects was greater, however, for the DSM-IV diagnoses and dimensions.
Table 4 presents direct comparisons of the models’ predictions of relationships to functional impairment. The top two rows show the following: 1) DSM-IV personality disorder dimensional representations accounted for significant additional variance after we covaried for DSM-IV personality disorder categories when predicting impairment in social relationships with friends, global social adjustment, and axis V GAF ratings; 2) however, no additional variance was accounted for by the diagnoses after we covaried for the dimensions. As the next two rows reveal, when the DSM-IV personality disorder dimensional representations were added to models with either the five-factor or three-factor models alone, significant additional variance was predicted in employment, social relationships with parents and friends, global adjustment, and GAF ratings. In the reverse comparison, i.e., when we added factors from the five-factor model or the three-factor model to models with DSM dimensions alone, factors from the five-factor model accounted for additional variance only for recreation and GAF score. Head-to-head comparisons of the five- and three-factor models showed an advantage for the five-factor model over the three-factor model for relationships with friends, global adjustment, and GAF ratings.

**Discussion**

The results of this study support the clinical use of dimensional representations of DSM-IV personality disorders. Consistent with the findings of Kass and associates (12), personality disorder dimensions convey more clinically relevant descriptive information about the maladaptive personality traits of patients than do categories. A substantial proportion of the patients had clinically significant traits that were below the threshold for diagnosis. For the patients with a diagnosis, a significant fraction of all except those with schizotypal personality disorder had pervasive or prototypic personality disorders.

The dimensional representations also bear a stronger relationship to measures of functional impairment than the categories and thus have greater validity in their ability to capture a key aspect of disordered personality that differentiates it from a normal personality. Heumann and Morey (30) demonstrated that dimensional scales to measure personality disorder were more reliable than categorical diagnoses. Widiger (31) examined results in 16 personality disorder studies and found that reliability or validity was better in all but one study when data were analyzed dimensionally rather than categorically.

Two alternative dimensional approaches to the conceptualization of personality disorder, based on measures of general personality traits, were also evaluated in this study. According to the five-factor model, most personality disorders are characterized by extreme neuroticism, that is, vulnerability to stress, impulse dyscontrol, and negative emotionality (32). In a study by Lynam and Widiger (33), experts rated prototypic borderline personality disorder as characteristically high on virtually all facets of neuroticism and certain facets of openness (feelings, actions) and low on deliberation, a facet of conscientiousness. Schizotypal personality disorder and avoidant personality disorder were rated high on facets of neuroticism and low on facets of extraversion, and obsessive-compulsive personality disorder was rated primarily low on openness and high on conscientiousness. According to the three-factor model, negative temperament is virtually synonymous with neuroticism, positive temperament corresponds to extraversion and agreeableness, and disinhibition is the opposite of conscientiousness (34, 35).

The five-factor model has empirical support from the perspectives of convergent and discriminant validity across self, peer, and spouse ratings (36); temporal stability across time (37); cross-cultural replication (38); and heritability (39). Similar construct validity has been more elusive to attain with the current DSM-IV personality disorder categories. Dimensional models have less empirical support in areas of clinical utility, in which the personality disorder categories have been shown to be useful. Personality disorders have been shown to cause impairment in psychosocial functioning (29, 40), to be associated with the use of costly treatments (41), and to adversely affect the treatment outcome of many axis I disorders (42, 43).

From the perspective of impairment in psychosocial functioning, neither dimensional system tested here was as strong a predictor of impairment as the DSM-IV dimensional representations or categories. Consistent with the findings of this study, however, Trull and associates (44) have recently shown that a borderline index emphasizing five-factor model facets of neuroticism (e.g., impulsiveness, angry hostility, and depressiveness) accounted for global dysfunction after variance explained by more traditional measures of borderline personality disorder was accounted for.

For a dimensional approach based on general personality traits to be useful in representing personality psychopathology in patients, a separate rating of impairment in social, occupational, and leisure time functioning might be required. A semistructured interview to assess the five-factor model, the Structured Interview for the Five-Factor
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Model of Personality, has been developed by Trull and Widiger (45). The Structured Interview for the Five-Factor Model of Personality standardizes a clinical approach for making personality disorder diagnoses according to the five-factor model (46). First, the interviewer asks about the presence of a particular trait and then assesses impairment that might be associated with that trait. Scores from the Structured Interview for the Five-Factor Model of Personality have been shown to have internal consistency and test-retest reliability and expected correlations with other measures of personality and of personality disorder (47, 48). A separate assessment of symptom profiles and related impairments has been advocated for all mental disorders in the future to promote early detection of disorders, research into understanding the interaction of symptoms and other factors that may lead to impairment, and the development of treatments specifically for functional disabilities (49).

A limitation of this study is that only four DSM-IV personality disorder categories and their dimensional representations were examined. Other personality disorder categories might not bear as strong relationships to functional impairment. The four personality disorders studied were chosen, however, to represent major clinical categories in each of the three DSM-IV clusters, and they would account for a high percentage of patients with personality disorders in clinical settings. Future analyses should also address whether certain facets, or combinations of facets, of the five-factor or the three-factor model would have stronger relationships to functional impairment than the models’ factors themselves. It will also be important to determine whether the DSM-IV dimensional representations predict functional outcome over time in our longitudinal study better than the other models (50), as well as relationships to etiological factors or treatment response.

Our personality disorder assessments were based on patient interviews rather than on interviews with informants, which do not always agree. Which assessment is more valid remains an open question, however (51). Personality disorder and functional assessments were both made by a single clinician using interview methods, whereas dimensions of general personality functioning were measured by self-report. In a previous study comparing personality disorder groups to a group with major depression and no personality disorder (29), virtually identical patterns of results were obtained for relative levels of functional impairment by interview and by self-report methods, however, suggesting that method variance or interviewer bias were not major factors in the current study.

We conclude that the associations with impairment found in this study for the DSM-IV personality disorder categorical and dimensional representations result from the inherently more pathological nature of the phenomena described by personality disorder diagnostic criteria, which are not as adequately captured by self-report measures of general personality functioning. The descriptive advantages of dimensional representations of DSM-IV personality disorders and their enhanced relationships to functional impairment suggest that a compromise in the ongoing debate over categories versus dimensions of personality disorder might be to allow for the dimensional rating of the criteria that comprise traditional categories.
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